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financial systems are not well
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capture could put an end to these land price
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We live in stirring times!
• Economists see the global financial collapse in terms
of loose credit management by banking institutions
• They conclude greater banking regulation must
therefore be ‘the answer’
• However, valuers/appraisers may unwittingly have a
superior remedy – using the theory of valuation
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therefore be ‘The Answer’
• However, valuers/appraisers may (unwittingly?) have
a superior remedy .... by employing the theory of
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The Theory of Valuation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Classical economists understood it Æ
Sir William Petty (1623‐1687), Francois Quesnay (1694‐1774),
Anne‐Robert‐Jacques Turgot (1727‐1781), Adam Smith (1723‐1790),
David Ricardo (1772‐1790), Henry George (1839‐1897)
By conflating land and capital, modern economists fail to get to grips with it
They believe land price is simply a function of population, location & zoning
‐ that and ‘supply & demand’
They fail to observe that land price is the capitalisation of its privatised net
rent – i.e. of that part of its rent not captured for public revenue
The theory of valuation and the law of rent have been excised from
economics ‐ and this fosters repetitively bursting land price bubbles
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Que Bono?

Who benefits from
such misstatements?

Young people who
can no longer afford
a home?

A deeply indebted
society?

.... or perhaps banks
who lent against bubble‐
inflated land prices?

Maybe we need to
correct our brothers
in real estate?

Sir William Petty FRS (1623 – 1687)
Valuer‐economist
• Petty used the Theory of Valuation for national accounting purposes
four centuries ago, i.e. he employed “Ricardo’s Law of Rent” to
capitalise net rents 150 years before Ricardo’s Law was ‘discovered’!
• Petty assessed Britain’s national income as follows :‐
• Land & capital stock £250 m, at a yield of 6% = £15 million pa
• Labour stock .......... £417 m, at a yield of 6% = £25 million
• National income therefore totalled ............. £40 million
or, for 6 million people, UK income/head was £6.13s.4d
• Petty used other rates than 6%, valuing Ireland for Oliver Cromwell by
employing a capitalisation rate of 14.3% ‐ i.e. only 7 years’ purchase!
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• Philadelphia’s first tax law ‐ 30 January 1693:‐
• “Put to the vote: as many are of the opinion that a public tax upon the
land ought to be raised to defray the public charge, say ‘yea’.” “Yea!”
“Carried in the affirmative, none dissenting.”
•

It became fashionable tax policy from the outset of the
1970s, however, to wind back the extent of public land
value capture via municipal rates and land taxes
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The retrogression: 40 years of
unwinding land value capture
• Early 1970s: Whitlam government undertakes to
provide 50% of Australian local government revenue
• Late 1970s: States abolish probate duty on real estate,
federal government abolishes estate duty
• The fashion was replicated around the world ‐ as
witnessed by: Britain’s laxity with rating revaluations;
the introduction of California’s Proposition 13 (1978) to
cap the property tax: many US states followed suit
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• These tax signals fostered rent‐seeking in land
values, and had a negative affect on wages
and productivity .....
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• ....businesses will suggest this has to be wrong,
because its profit levels have also declined
• There is no contradiction here: if average real
wages are less, people will spend less, and/or
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• Total Australian real estate sales – residential,
commercial/industrial and rural
• Divided by GDP
• It suggests that the real estate market—though
considerably smaller than the economy—leads and
directs the economy
• Therefore, it is a leading index – a veritable barometer
of the economy
• And provides ‘prospiciens’ – the Big Picture
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It’s interesting to note that over the period of the index, 1972
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land than
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• Therefore,
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The importance of a formula
• National income (Y) for a time period (t) is the sum of
three factor incomes, land (R), labour (L) and capital (K)
• The respective factor incomes being rent (r), wages (w)
and interest, the formula for national income becomes:
Y(t) = rR(t) + wL(t) + iK(t)
• To the extent we capture the unearned income of land
for revenue purposes, taxes may be shifted off labour
and capital:‐
• Y(t) – rR(t) = wL(t) + iK(t)
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The importance of a formula
• Once the formula is understood, it should
become clear that the private capture of land
of publicly‐generated land rent, is at the
expense of both labour and capital
• I suggest the world is currently reaping the
whirlwind of taxing labour and capital to a
standstill whilst creating bubbles in land prices
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• This chart breaks Australia’s GDP into earned
and unearned incomes in classical economics
terms
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A scientific explanation
has predictive capacity
• “...there is necessarily an inverse relationship between land price
(uncollected rent revenue) and the natural return to labour and
capital. This simple, and often ignored, law can be used to forecast
periods of recession or depression. That is, as land prices rise sharply
across the board, it can be accepted that the productive side of the
economy will wilt – that unemployment will increase and the return
on capital will wane.” (This enables us to) “predict the recession
which will follow the peak of the next worldwide land boom in
1991/92.”
– The Valuer, July 1987.
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independently, also forecast the global financial
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The theme of the evening
was the role of real estate
and credit bubbles in
generating this financial
collapse
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and capital and onto greater land value capture
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